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ABSTRACT

Adult spinal deformity (ASD) is a complex pathology associated with spinal malalignment in the coronal, sagittal, and axial planes. Proximal junction kyphosis (PJK) is a complication of ASD surgery, affecting 10%–48% of patients, and can result in pain and neurological deficit. It is defined radiographically as a greater than 10° Cobb angle between the upper instrumented vertebrae and the 2 vertebrae proximal to the superior endplate. Risk factors are classified according to the patient, surgery, and overall alignment, but it is important to consider the interplay between various factors. This article reviews the risk factors of PJK and considers alignment-focused prevention strategies.

INTRODUCTION

Adult spinal deformity (ASD) is a complex pathology encompassing multiple conditions associated with spinal malalignment in the coronal, sagittal, and axial planes. Surgical management of ASD can improve a patient’s health-related quality of life, with potential benefits compared with nonoperative treatment with a 5-year follow-up.1–3 While there is a demonstrated benefit for surgical management in ASD, the risk of postoperative complications is high, affecting up to 70% of patients.4 Despite the high complication rate, complications leading to prolonged hospitalization, invasive intervention, or increased morbidity and mortality contribute to only half of the overall rate.4 One such complication is proximal junctional kyphosis (PJK), which affects 10% to 48% of patients who undergo ASD surgery, with reoperation rates ranging between 10% and 25%.5–8

Glattes et al define PJK radiographically in the sagittal plane using 2 criteria: (1) a ≥10° Cobb angle between the upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV) and the superior endplate 2 vertebrae proximal to the superior endplate (UIV +2) and (2) a >10° change from the preoperative measurement.9 PJK occurs early, with approximately 66% and 80% of PJK occurrences identified by 3 and 18 months after the operation, respectively.10 Although PJK can present early, it also has a progressive component that can lead to late presentations, as demonstrated by Kim et al, who reported that patients continued to have kyphotic change beyond 2 years postoperatively.11

Although PJK is common radiographically, ongoing debate remains over when PJK is a clinically significant finding. Multiple studies have shown that PJK may not significantly impact patient-reported outcome measurements (PROMs) by Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) and Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) scores.9,12 Nevertheless, a previous study found a significant difference in the pain subcomponent of the SRS score despite no overall difference in SRS total score.13 These findings support the notion that PJK has various degrees of severity ranging from a benign radiographic finding to proximal junctional failure (PJF) requiring surgical treatment (Figure 1).14

PJF is estimated to occur in 1.4% to 5.6% of patients following ASD surgery and is associated with neurological deficits, pain, and reduced functional outcomes.14,15 PJF has been defined both radiographically and clinically. Radiographically, PJF is defined by Lafage et al as a proximal junctional angle (PJA) >28° or a change in PJA >22°.16 Clinically, Yagi et al define PJF as symptomatic PJK requiring any type of revision surgery.14 To evaluate PJK and determine when revision is recommended, the Hart-ISSG PJK Severity Scale can be utilized, with a retrospective analysis correlating higher HART scores to patients with more disability by ODI who ultimately underwent revision surgery.15 In addition to the substantial morbidity associated with PJF, revision surgery has severe economic costs, with a direct cost of $3.2 million for only 57 cases in a previous study.17 Given the progressive nature of PJK and the significant morbidity and cost associated with PJF, many studies...
and meta-analyses have investigated the risk factors for PJK development in order to pursue prevention.

While there has been significant research into PJK, a minimal number of risk factors have been consistently identified. The risk factors can be classified into categories related to the patient, the surgery, and overall alignment; however, citing any risk factor independently would be an oversimplification of PJK. For example, the patient-related risk factors most cited are low bone mineral density (BMD) and older age.7,8 Since normal aging is marked by age-dependent degenerative changes in paraspinal muscle mass and bone quality, some of the risk associated with age is attributable to low BMD.7,8 Fusion to the pelvis, an often-identified surgical risk factor, is another example because pelvic fusion can impact overall alignment.7,8,18,19 Although a study by Yang et al identified that factors related to alignment play a greater role in predicting the risk of PJK than surgical factors, it is important to consider the interplay between various risk factors.20 The focus of this article is to summarize the field’s current understanding of alignment-related risk factors with an exploration of patient and surgery-related risks as they pertain to overall alignment.

ALIGNMENT-RELATED RISK FACTORS FOR PJK

Global sagittal alignment allows individuals to stand upright without pain or recruitment of compensatory mechanisms and requires concordance between the spine, pelvis, and lower extremities. It can be radio-graphically assessed using the sagittal vertical axis (SVA) or the T1 pelvic angle (TPA) and is influenced by the following spinopelvic parameters: thoracic kyphosis (TK), lumbar lordosis (LL), pelvic incidence (PI), and pelvic tilt (PT).

Postoperative Global Sagittal Alignment and Risk of PJK

Global sagittal malalignment has been cited many times as a risk factor for PJK development. For example, Kim et al found PJK patients postoperatively had a greater correction in SVA, and restoration of SVA to <1 cm was associated with revision surgery.18 While data from Yagi et al corroborated that PJK patients had a greater correction in SVA, they found restoration of SVA to <1 cm to be protective against PJK development.19 Perhaps the divergence in these study results, as well as others, can be explained by differences in patient demographics and the variable interconnection between the spinopelvic parameters to achieve a given global alignment. Despite the differences, both studies demonstrated that patients with PJK had greater deformity correction.

Overcorrection in ASD may in part be a result of applying a one-size fits all approach to restoring spinopelvic parameters to alignment based on SRS-Schwab classification without accounting for patient demographics. To investigate the impact of age on alignment, Lafage et al utilized regression analysis to generate spinopelvic parameters based on age-specific PROMs.21,22 The study demonstrated greater spinopelvic parameter values with increased age.23 Lafage et al performed a retrospective analysis using offsets between actual and age-adjusted (AA) ideal alignment and found that PJK patients had overcorrections in PI-LL mismatch and SVA. Furthermore, the study revealed a positive correlation between the magnitude of the PJK angle and the amount of sagittal parameter overcorrection. Retrospective application of AA alignment parameters to another subset of patients lowered the odds of PJK by 55% and the odds of PJF by 60.4%.21,22

On the other hand, undercorrection of spinal deformity was also found to be associated with the development of PJK in some studies. Im et al further demonstrated that, compared with overcorrected patients, those undercorrected had larger SVA and worse ODI but similar PJK rates.24 Similar findings were proposed by Rothenfluh et al in the setting of degenerative lumbar disease. They found that patients with a spinopelvic mismatch (PI-LL >10°) had a 10-fold higher risk of developing junctional segment disease.25 However, Byun et al and Sebaaly et al found that undercorrection led to significantly less PJK than overcorrection.26,27

Figure 1. Example of different severity of junctional pathology from the radiographic finding on the left to catastrophic failure on the right.
Assessing postoperative SVA in PJK patients is difficult since the occurrence of PJK will affect the overall alignment and increase SVA. As such, it is more relevant to assess the alignment of the fused segment. Lafage et al investigated the pattern of fused lumbar alignment and shape in 50 patients requiring revision surgery for PJK. An unsupervised cluster analysis was performed and revealed 2 distinct patterns: under- and overcorrected cohorts. Undercorrected patients had an anterior alignment of the lumbar spine with a larger PI-LL mismatch. Overcorrected patients had a posterior alignment of the lumbar spine with a negative PI-LL. Despite the differences in lumbar alignment, both groups underwent similar revision surgeries. This study further demonstrated that the etiology of PJK may vary according to the alignment of the fused segment. PJF following undercorrection may be due to excessive loading in an unfavorable position, whereas PJK in overcorrection may be a pathological compensation to achieve acceptable global alignment.

### Classification Systems to Guide Operative Alignment Targets

Both SRS-Schwab (SRS) and AA classification systems attempt to define “normative alignment” with thresholds for PI-LL mismatch, SVA, and PT derived from patient-reported outcomes targets. However, these approaches do not account for the extremes of PI. In individuals with large PI values, higher PT values are required for physiologic alignment and may be outside what is considered “normative.” To address this limitation of the SRS and AA classification systems, the Global Alignment and Proportion (GAP) score was developed (Figure 2). The GAP score provides a patient-specific assessment of disproportion normalized to PI. Yiglor et
al associated higher GAP scores with greater disproportion and a higher prevalence of mechanical complications.\textsuperscript{29} Despite these findings, the GAP scoring system has given mixed results with external validation. There is ongoing work to refine the GAP score to include an assessment of fragility status, BMI, and BMD to maximize clinical outcomes in the ASD population.\textsuperscript{30,31}

To address the limitations of previous classification work and build upon them, the Sagittal AA score (SAAS) was developed (Figure 3). The SAAS system assigns scores based on the difference between postoperative alignment and ideal AA alignment for PI-LL, PT, and T1PA. Based on all 3 of these parameters, the scoring system determines whether the alignment is age-matched and whether it is over- or undercorrected. When SAAS was retrospectively applied to a cohort of ASD patients, the SAAS score increased as PJK pathology progressed to PJF.\textsuperscript{32} Furthermore, in patients with severe deformity, alignment with the SAAS system significantly reduced the odds of PJF.\textsuperscript{22}

**Overall Alignment Is Influenced by the Location of Correction**

Although the degree of correction is a well-established alignment risk factor for PJK, more granular studies have begun to delve into the impact of the correction location on PJK risk. Lafage et al found that patients with PJK had regional overcorrection of lordosis, with more lordotic correction in the upper lumbar segments as opposed to lower lumbar segments (L4–S1), where most of the natural LL is thought to occur.\textsuperscript{33–35} Pizones et al reported similar findings, demonstrating a positive correlation between the risk of PJK and distance from ideal lumbar apex location based on PI.\textsuperscript{36} Increased rates of PJK following 3-column osteotomies, most located at L3, further substantiate the importance of postoperative lordotic distribution conservation.\textsuperscript{37} To account for the relationship between PI and LL, PI-based proportional parameters for the magnitude and distribution of LL were developed, represented by relative
LL and lordosis distribution index (LDI), respectively. Surgical alignment with these parameters, detailed in a retrospective study by Yiglor et al, reduced the risk of mechanical complications by 20% when compared with surgical targeting of PI-LL <10°. The authors attribute the reduction in complications to PI-LL being oversimplistic, whereas relative LL and LDI allow for a more precise and individualized interpretation of LL; however, these findings have yet to be validated in prospective studies.

Ang et al investigated whether the location of posterior spinal instrumentation influences the proportionality between LL and TK. The group first established the baseline proportions between LL and TK using healthy volunteers, where TK is roughly equal to 40% of LL. The study demonstrated that following the fusion of the lumbar spine, there was a disproportion between curves unless the thoracic spine was flexible. When lumbar fusion occurred in patients with a flexible thoracic spine, compensatory reciprocal changes occurred in the thoracic spine to maintain proportionality between the 2 curves. This study underscores the importance of establishing adequate TK in patients with long spinal fusion. Inadequate restoration of TK proportional to LL led to higher rates of PJK in this subset of patients. This work finetunes earlier findings from Mendoza-Lattes et al where PJK rates increased in patients with a greater TK than final LL.

Thoracic Spine and Alignment

Despite the evidence suggesting that inadequate restoration of TK is associated with PJK, studies regarding thoracic spine morphology have just begun to surface. LaFage et al recently detailed normative thoracic alignment in asymptomatic adults. The study determined that utilizing T4-T12 kyphosis in surgical planning underestimated maximum TK, capturing only 78% of the maximum, whereas the use of T1-T12 kyphosis was representative of 90% of maximum TK. T7 was identified to be the apex of kyphosis and was preserved regardless of patient age or magnitude of overall kyphosis. The study also found that the distribution of kyphosis around the apex depends on the magnitude of maximum kyphosis. In patients with lower magnitudes of kyphosis, two-thirds of the total kyphosis is distributed superior to the apex. Patients with higher magnitudes of kyphosis had less kyphosis in the superior segment and a more symmetrical distribution of kyphosis around the apex.

Lovecchio et al illustrated how thoracic flexibility allows for position-dependent changes in TK that may be protective or increase the risk for PJK. For certain patients, the transition from standing to supine positioning leads to increased TK (kyphotic change) or thoracic flattening (lordotic change) (Figure 4). Patients with thoracic flattening had a PJK rate of 35% compared with 0% in patients with increased TK. In patients with thoracic flattening while supine, PJK may result from an overestimation of the lordosis required for optimal alignment and fusion of patients in flatter-than-ideal positions. On the other hand, patients with an exaggeration of TK while supine have a reserve of thoracic compensation to protect against potential postoperative malalignment. These findings emphasize the utility of

Figure 4. Change in thoracic kyphosis (TK) curvature between positions varied from an increase in TK from standing to supine (left) to a decrease in TK from standing to supine (right).
supine radiographs in preoperative surgical planning to predict postoperative thoracic changes.

Postoperative thoracic changes are also influenced by compensatory changes occurring in the thoracic spine preoperatively. Protopsaltis et al studied the phenomenon of reciprocal thoracic kyphosis (RK), defined by a postoperative increase of >15° from preoperative TK in the unfused segment.43 Patients with RK had more preoperative lumbar mismatch (PI-LL) compared with controls, despite having similar preoperative SVA and TPA. The study attributed similarities in preoperative global deformity between the groups to compensatory changes in the RK group. The compensatory change, evidenced by a smaller preoperative magnitude of TK, was dubbed thoracic hypokyphosis. Preoperative compensation in the RK group was associated with greater deformity correction and an increased rate of PJK (66% vs 19%) compared with the control group. Underappreciation of preoperative compensation allows for surgical overcorrection relative to postoperative kyphosis restoration. This study highlights the importance of identifying TK reserve to anticipate postoperative changes that may impact the integrity of the construct.

An essential component of the mechanical integrity of the construct is dependent on the transition from the instrumented proximal spine at the UIV. Lafage et al examined the impact of the UIV location and orientation on the development of PJK.44 In patients in whom the UIV is in the lower thoracic (T7-T12) region, rates of PJK were 63.5% compared with 49.2% for patients with UIV in the upper thoracic (T1-T6) region. The authors concluded that proximity between the corrected deformity and the end of the construct may contribute to the development of PJK, although it could be that PJK is also related to proximal forces, facet orientation, and ligamentous differences across levels. In patients who developed PJK, there was a decreased and more posterior-oriented UIV inclination but no difference in the UIV slope compared with controls without PJK. This finding exemplifies that posterior displacement of force predisposes the development of PJK. The authors suggested that a gradual transition from the rigid construct to the surrounding vertebrae may decrease posterior displacement of force and consequently decrease the risk for PJK.

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT LITERATURE AND THE FUTURE OF ALIGNMENT RESEARCH

While significant progress has occurred in the understanding of spinal alignment, the current knowledge base fails to recapitulate the complexity of ASD. Many studies to date have used only parameters based on bony landmarks to evaluate the spine. Simplifying the spine in this way leads to an examination of the spine in isolation. Furthermore, this approach to alignment often fails to consider the surrounding soft tissues or the dynamic changes that occur in the spine. Investigation into the soft tissue surrounding the spine and its influence on mechanical outcomes is surprisingly limited. Hyun et al examined the size and quality of the thoracolumbar musculature in 44 cases of ASD surgery.45 The study revealed that patients with PJK had decreased muscularity and increased fatty degeneration of the thoracolumbar musculature (Figure 5). Pennington et al corroborated these earlier findings by showing that decreased paraspinal muscle size at the UIV correlates positively with the development of PJK.46

Current analysis of spinal alignment has largely been limited to a single static position, most often from standing radiographs, even though the spine must change position to allow for sitting, standing, and walking.
necessary for everyday life. Suzuki et al and Moon et al both demonstrated sitting was associated with lower LL and increased PT compared with standing.47,48 Moon et al additionally found that sitting reduced sacral slope.48 Otayek et al examined asymptomatic volunteers using 3D gait analysis (3DGA) and found that increased SVA was associated with increased knee flexion during gait, an increase in forward inclination of the trunk while standing, and limited pelvic mobility.49 An increased PT was associated with a retroverted pelvis and reduced mobility of the pelvis while walking. Finally, a larger TK correlated with decreased hip mobility in the sagittal plane. These changes in the spinopelvic parameters with dynamic positioning are integral to the next steps in alignment-based research. Since spinal body balance is an active process, preoperative planning with 3DGA could be an invaluable tool to assess the dynamic, rotational, and horizontal aspects of deformity that would otherwise be unobtainable.50

**CONCLUSION**

ASD is associated with significant morbidity; surgeons have sought to restore global alignment to reduce morbidity and improve PROMs. However, utilizing one-size fits all spinopelvic parameters to achieve global alignment carries a significant risk for mechanical complications like PJK. Instead, surgical intervention should aim to restore patients to their AA ideal alignment and should consider the interplay between the spinopelvic parameters. Work is ongoing to utilize this comprehensive appreciation of individual anatomy to fine-tune current classification systems.

In addition to establishing the appropriate degree of correction, we must consider how the location of the intended correction will impact postsurgical TK and LL and the overall proportionality between these curves. Compensatory changes occurring in the spine, surrounding soft tissues, and pelvis in response to deformity must also be appreciated to anticipate their impact on postsurgical alignment. A complete understanding of spinal deformity and its induced compensatory changes necessitates evaluations, such as 3DGA, that can recapitulate some of the complexity of this disease process. Given the complexity of ASD, considering alignment alone cannot eliminate the risk of PJK. Line et al examined the risk of PJK following the use of AA alignment goals and surgical implant prophylaxis.51 The combined use of AA alignment goals and implant prophylaxis led to a significant reduction in the incidence of PJK from 24.2% to 9.9%. These results support approaching PJK prevention through combined optimization of patient risk factors, surgical approach, and alignment goals. An approach with so many variables may seem daunting, but advances in artificial intelligence are making it easier than ever to apply machine-based learning to predict ASD outcomes tailored to each patient.52 These up-and-coming advances will hopefully allow for more personalized preoperative counseling.
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